
Sacramento City Unified School District Flag Football League 

Game Play / Rules 

The Game, Field, Players and Equipment 

1. The game shall be played between 2 teams of 9 players each. Six players are required to avoid a forfeit.

2. The home team and their captain shall get to make the call of the coin toss.  The winner of the toss will get

the option of receiving the ball first or deferring to receive it at the beginning of the 3rd period.

3. The first downs are achieved by moving the ball 10 yards from the line of scrimmage.

4. 4th-6th grade teams will use a junior size football. Teams will need to supply their own balls for practice but, the league will

provide 1 official game balls to be used for games.

5. The official field is 40 yards X 80 yards, with 10 yards end zones.

6. Shirts must be long enough, so they remain tucked in the pants or shorts. It must remain tucked in always. Players may
not wear pants or shorts that have pockets or an exposed drawstring; pants or shorts must contrast the flag color.

7. A team shall be given a 10-yard unsportsmanlike penalty for players wearing illegal equipment (pants or shorts that have

an exposed drawstring, no jewelry, no metal cleats/metal screw-on, or illegal wearing of the belt flags.)  You may ONLY

wear the official flag belt provided by the league.

8. No baseball caps or other rigid headwear. Bandanas with knots are prohibited.

9. Shoes: All players must wear athletic shoes made of soft-soled, leather, or canvas composition. Metal spikes, baseball style,

spikes, and cleats with metal exposed or screws on cleats are prohibited. Any player caught wearing spikes will not be

allowed to participate.

10. Pads or braces: No pads or braces may be worn above the waist. Leg and knee braces made of hard unyielding material

must be covered on both sides always.

11. Towels may not be attached at any player's waist except for the center.

12. To control congestion on the team sidelines, there will be an established team box which will extend from the 15-yard line

to the midfield line.  All coaches are expected to respect each others team box by NOT entering the opposing teams’ box.

There is also a score keeper’s box.  NO PLAYERS ARE PERMITTED IN THE SCORE KEEPER’S BOX.

13. Parents/spectators are NOT permitted on the players’ sideline.  Teams may appoint one parent besides a coach to help

manage their bench.  All other parents/spectators must sit on the spectator’s sideline and remain 3 yards behind the

sideline.

Greg Purcell 
SCUSD Athletic Director 

Sacramento City Unified School District 
5735 47th Avenue, Sacramento CA 95824 

GregPu@scusd.edu  
(916) 643-7400 

14. Players must be in approved SCUSD uniforms to participate in games.
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Game Play 

1. The offensive team must have at least 4 players on the line of scrimmage at the snap. The 4 players must have at least one

foot on the line of scrimmage. This may include wide receivers.  The defensive line of scrimmage is 1 yard off the ball.

2. 3 point or 4-point stances are NOT legal.

3. After the ball is ready for play, all offensive players must momentarily be within 15 yards of the ball before the snap.

4. All players of either team are eligible to touch or catch a pass.

5. Only one forward pass can be thrown per down.

6. Flags must remain on players’ hips.  Coaches and team captains will be responsible for reminding players to keep belts on

the teams’ hips.  If belt is pulled, the official judges if it was a legitimate attempt to pull the flag.

7. A player must have at least a foot in bounds on all catches.  If the receiver has control of the ball and would land in bounds

but, is forced out by the defense while in the air, a catch may be allowed, officials judgment.

8. The DB may bump receivers within 5yds of the line of scrimmage.  The DB may NOT hinder the receiver from

catching the ball before the ball reaches the receiver.

9. All players are eligible pass receivers including the guards and center.

10. Players must have at least one flag in tact for a reception and will be down if contacted by an opposing player.  If the

receiving player does NOT have any intact flags during a reception, the ball will be dead at the point of the reception.

Blocking  

No blocking below the waist, above the shoulders or from behind. 

A. Offensive Screen

1. The offensive screen block shall take place without contact above the shoulders.

2. The screen blocker shall have his/her hands open and you must keep blocks below the neck.  You

may NOT use closed fists to block on offense OR defense.  You may NOT use your forearms or shoulders, but you

may NOT lead with your head or use your elbows.

3. Any use of the legs to initiate contact during an offensive player's screen is illegal.

B. Defense

1. The hands may be used to contact an opponent when capturing a flag belt or tagging a runner without a belt.

2. Attempting to steal, punch or strip the ball from a player is ONLY legal if they are legally attempting to pull a flag.

3. Holding or tackling a runner is illegal.

4. Grabbing and holding the shirt is illegal UNLESS a legitimate flag pull is being attempted: 10-yard penalty.

C. Offense

1. Guarding of the flag belts with any part of the body to avoid being de-flagged is illegal. 10 yards

2. A player is not allowed to "stiff arm" a defender to avoid being de-flagged. 10 yards

3. A player may not deliberately lower their head and shoulders, causing any contact. 10 yards
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1. There shall be no kick-offs.  The ball will be placed on the 20 yd. line.

2. Punts – The kicking team must declare it’s intention to punt and must have 5 men on the line of scrimmage.  No rushing or

blocks are allowed.  No player except the kicker shall move until the ball is kicked.

3. The receiving team must have at least 3 players on the line of scrimmage - may not form a wedge.
4. Punts can be advance if fielded on the ground or in the air.  If the ball is fumbled, it is a dead ball at the spot of the fumble.

5. If the punt is punted out of bounds, the receiving team will take possession at the spot.

Periods, Time Factors, Substitutions 

1. Playing time shall be 40 minutes, divided into 4 quarters, 10 minutes each with an 8-minute halftime.

2. The clock will run continuously for the first 38 minutes of the game. The clock will be stopped for an

injury time out, official’s time out, team time out, touchdown or extra point.  Half-time will be 8 minutes.

3. Clock will restart after the official has placed the ball in play, not at the snap of ball.

4. During the final 2 minutes of the 2nd half, the clock will operate under regular high school football rules if the score is

within 3 touchdowns.  The clock will run continuously during the last two minutes of the second half if a team is ahead by 3

touchdowns or more.   The ONLY exception is if a referee determines that the losing team has all their timeouts and a

competitive chance to catch up to the other team.

5. The ball shall be put in play within 25 seconds after it is declared ready for play by the referee.  If the ball is not snapped

within the 25 seconds, a 5-yard penalty for delay of game will be assessed.

6. Games ending in a tie during the regular season will remain a tie.

7. Mercy Rule: The official game shall end if a team leads by 30 points or more at any time during the game and will

automatically become a controlled scrimmage.  During a controlled scrimmage, each team will get to run 8 plays on offense

or defense regardless of the play outcome.  The controlled scrimmage will last for one full quarter or when each team has

played 8 total plays.  The winning team may forfeit their plays at their discretion.

8. Each team is entitled to three 30-second time-outs per half.  Referees will announce remaining time at 5 and 2
minutes per quarter.

Ball in Play, Dead Ball, Out of Bounds 

1. A player or non-player is out of bounds when any part of him/her touches anything, other than another player or a game

official that is on or outside the sideline or end line. The player touching the line is out of bounds. The line is out!

2. When any part of the runner other than a hand or foot touches the ground, the ball is dead. (Knee, shoulder, elbow=

dead-ball!)

3. Only one forward pass is allowed. When a forward or backward pass, fumble, or snap touches the ground, the ball is

DEAD - play STOPS.   Any time the ball hits the ground, it will be considered a dead ball. *Excluding Punt

Returns.

4. When a runner has 1 flag belt removed legally by a defensive player the ball is dead.

5. When a runner has a flag belt partially removed and then the flag drops to the ground the play shall be

dead and the ball will be taken at the spot where the flag fell.

6. If a flag belt inadvertently falls to the ground, a one hand tag between the shoulders and the knees constitutes a dead-
ball.

7. Diving to catch a ball is legal. A defensive player diving to de-flag an opponent is legal.
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1. Extra points: From the 2-yard line is worth 1 point, from the 5-yard line is worth 2

2. A safety is worth 2 points.

3. Once a player scores a touchdown an official shall remove the players’ flags to ensure equipment is legal.

4. Clock will stop after a touchdown and during the extra points. Clock will not restart until the official blows the whistle

to put the ball back in play.

Sportsmanship: Conduct of Players, spectators and fans 

1. The Sacramento Unified School District Elementary Sports League staff and/ or game officials reserve the

right to deny participation to anyone (player or spectator) that fails to demonstrate proper sportsmanship.

The Sacramento Unified School District Elementary Sports League staff and/or game officials at the time of

play shall have the power to make decisions on any matters or questions not specifically covered in the rules.

The official game referee has final say on ALL game play matters.

2. Any protest or player ejection ruling will be reviewed by the league commissioner. The league commissioner will

make the final ruling on these issues and matters not covered in the rules above.

3. No player, parent, or spectator should confront an official during game play.  Only team coaches and captains will

address the officials.  Parents should be setting a positive example for players.

4. Players will show good sportsmanship by HANDING pulled flags to their de-flagged opponent.  Players that throw

flags at opposing players or to the ground will be penalized for unsportsmanlike conduct.

5. There will be NO excessive celebrations.  (No dancing in the end zone!)  An unsportsmanlike

penalty will be assessed.  Officials’ discretion.   Remember, we are trying to teach kids GOOD

sportsmanship.

6. Swearing or rude behavior is not permitted.

7. Officials must make a declaration of penalties to both coaches upon assessment of penalties.

8. Each team will maintain the league par sheet with each players name or number to keep track of the number of
plays each player gets in the game.  EACH player (regardless of roster size) MUST play a minimum of 6 plays per
game during the regular season.  Those plays can be any combination of offense, defense or special teams.  Any team
that cannot submit a completed par sheet upon request is subject to penalties up to and including forfeiting the
entire game.  All par sheets can remain in your team binder until requested.

8. Spinning is legal only if the runner is in control.   A player MAY NOT dive at any time to advance the ball at 
anytime.

9. There must be a clean exchange between the legs of the center to the QB. The Center MUST release the ball and face 
the Quarterback in order to become a ball carrier.

There will bea ten (10) minute grace period for teams unprepared to play. After 10 minutes the unprepared team will take a 

loss (forfeit).  If both teams are unprepared to play both teams shall receive a loss (default). (Forfeit: no players at the 

games site or a Default: lack of eligible players to participate).  

Scoring Plays and Touchbacks 
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